Scanning probe microscopies for high-resolution characterization of electrochemical sensors. Plenary lecture.
A better understanding of tailored electrodes and electrochemical sensors requires a more detailed picture of their surfaces. New scanning probe techniques, such as scanning tunnelling or scanning bioelectrochemical microscopies, offer unique opportunities for high-resolution in situ characterization of tailored electrodebased sensors. Scanning tunnelling microscopy provides valuable information on the topography of pre-treated surfaces, the heterogeneity of composite electrodes, the morphology of electropolymerized films, the packing arrangement of adsorbed monolayers and the microdistribution of immobilized biological components. Scanning bioelectrochemical microscopy is shown to be extremely useful for the mapping of localized biological activity and the monitoring of dynamic biological events. Valuable insights are achieved by correlating the structural features with the preparation/modification conditions and the subsequent sensing performance. Such correlations can facilitate the predictive design of increasingly better sensors.